| **Monday** | **Warm-Up:** Review for Chapter 3b Grammar QUIZ.  
**QUIZ:** Take Chapter 3b Grammar QUIZ (Irregular Affirmative Tu Commands)  
**Closure:** Begin Chapter 4a vocabulary tomorrow.  
**Reminders:**  
• Everyone needs to bring their textbook to class everyday!  
• Binder Check this Friday!  
• Chapter 4a Vocabulary QUIZ next Monday!  
**Extra Credit:** 2 index cards with chapter 4a vocabulary word and drawing and/or Ch.4a Vocabulary packet from workbook. |
|------------|-----------------------------------------------------------|
| **Tuesday** | **Warm-up:** A ver si recuerdas pg. 182 (textbook)  
**Guided Practice:** Begin Chapter 4a vocabulary pg.208 (textbook)  
**Independent Practice:** Work on extra credit by practicing new words.  
**Closure:** Turn in extra credit today or by Friday.  
**Reminder:** Chapter 4a Vocabulary QUIZ on next Monday! |
| **Wednesday** | **Warm-up:** Reviewing ch.4a vocab.  
**Project:** Create an ad with a partner by using chapter 4a vocabulary. Further instructions will be given in class.  
**Closure:** Turn in project and review for QUIZ on Monday!  
Receive graded papers and quizzes back.  
**Reminder:** Chapter 4a vocabulary QUIZ on next Monday! Extra Credit and Binder check due this Friday! |
| **Thursday** | **SAME AS WEDNESDAY!** |
| **Friday** | **Warm-up:** Review Chapter 4a vocabulary.  
**Binder Check:** Students will watch a movie and answer questions while teacher does binder checks.  
**Reminder:** Chapter 4a vocabulary QUIZ on next Monday! Extra Credit due today! |

* Note: maybe be subject to change/modify per class